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Construction Began: 2007
Open for Business: 2010
Size: 20,000m²
Floors: 15
Cost: HKD 250million
Architectural Firm: LD Asia Ltd / Rocco Design Ltd.
Construction Firm: Penta-Ocean Construction Co. Ltd.
More Information: www.baf.cuhk.edu.hk

Offices:
- 380 offices for teaching, research, and administrative staff
- 15 offices for research centers, program offices and administrative support offices

Classrooms:
- 8 Lecture theatres
- 15 Breakout rooms
- 5 Computer Labs
- 2 Behavioral Labs
- 15 Meeting rooms

Other:
The building was designed so the architecture and layout would create a bright, open and out-reaching image. The overall emphasis is on responsiveness to the natural surroundings. Green building design and construction were emphasized in the planning of the building, which also includes energy efficient devices such as Light-Emitting Diode (LED) type exit signs, energy efficient light fittings, automatic on-off switches for lighting and ventilation fans, and use of water cooled chilled water system.

The new teaching building is a 15-level complex that features a number of state-of-the-art facilities, including:
- a 400-person capacity Lecture Theater fully equipped with video conferencing capabilities
- an Executive Education Suite with horse-shoe shaped Lecture Theaters, 3 discussion rooms and an exclusive lounge area for events and activities
- a Finance Trading Laboratory with 53 computers, equipped with Bloomberg and Reuters terminals and supported by real-time data feed from all major stock exchanges
- a “Hyatt Learning Centre” which includes 6 specially designed training rooms for hospitality training is run in partnership with Hyatt Regency
- a Wine and Beverage Lab and a Student-run café that forms an integrated part of the school's “Teaching Hotel”
- standard student facilities - common rooms and several dining areas
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